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Design that understands developers
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● React Studio is the design tool that adapts to modern web app development 
● Easily accessible to designers, yet customizable for developers 

● It’s the expressway into best practices for React.js 

● Integrates the latest recommendations from Facebook (e.g. project structure, Webpack) 

● Enables single-page apps (SPA) to be developed with a holistic view of the app flow 

● Drag’n’drop ease for experimenting with library decisions (e.g. state management) 

● Allows a new kind of workflow: Design-Accelerated Development (DAD) 

● Conceptual modeling of UX patterns and development best practices 

● React Studio is not fixed into one kind of code output: 
It is specifically designed to be expanded and modified with scripts and plugins 

● Code generators have a bad reputation… but React Studio is fundamentally different 
from old-school tools like Dreamweaver! 

● As a DAD tool, it is about “higher order programming”: guided by your own scripts, 
React Studio outputs complete projects by combining both design and code input
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Mobile-first web apps
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● Modern web design is increasingly 
mobile-first: 
● Mobile is more performance-

critical than desktop 

● Layouts must be responsive to 
different screen sizes 

● Navigation needs to be fluid  
(e.g. no bothersome page loads) 

● React Studio is fully adapted to these 
new design requirements: 

● Instant device previews 

● Smart keylines and other aids for 
responsive design 

● High-performance customizable 
navigation (similar to native apps) 

● Dynamic lists, scroll triggers and 
other mobile-friendly interaction 
constructs
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Data-driven design
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● Data is the lifeblood of an app —  
designs need to reflect real-world data 
and usage scenarios 

● React Studio integrates a React-
friendly data model 
● Handles lists, dynamically loaded 

images, JSON structures, etc. 

● Load objects or list items from a 
web server, or create mock-up data 
directly in React Studio 

● Customizable state updates 

● Two-way link to e.g. Google Sheets: 

● Update your app’s content live 
based on a spreadsheet 

● Save data back into a sheet from 
within your app 

● Not just Google Sheets — can be 
customized for any other service
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Components & state
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● React is fundamentally about well-defined view components and functional state updates 

● The design of React Studio reflects this 

● Components can be reused and combined with data in a multitude of ways 

● Design-Accelerated Development workflow means designers can create components in a way 
that ensures developers still have control over output quality 

● React Studio has a unique timeline-style view for creating component states  

● This visual approach to components’ internal state makes it easy for a designer to 
understand all the possible states 

● For each component instance, its properties are displayed in the React Studio interface 

● These property UI parameters are entirely configurable, so a component can expose 
advanced custom UIs for designers to tweak 

● The code generated for a component can be instantly previewed using the “Code Glance” 
feature 

● Code Glance can also be used for sharing between team members (e.g. to let a developer 
do quick code review on a component created by a designer)
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Navigation & reusable patterns
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● Navigation and routing in single-page web apps is a difficult problem 

● Native apps are the “gold standard” for good navigation on mobile devices 

● Therefore React Studio offers a native-like paradigm for modeling app UI flow and 
transitions 

● Thanks to advanced plugin APIs, the actual code generated for navigation can be 
customized 

● This makes it easy to incorporate latest advances in React routing, etc. 

● Proper separation of concerns: designers can concentrate on app flow, and developers 
can postpone decisions about implementation and routing to the appropriate time 

● Components are great for reusability, but often apps have conceptual patterns on a larger 
scale than a single component (for example: a login screen + associated app-level data) 

● React Studio supports this kind of high-level reusability with the Pattern Library 

● Patterns are saved presets that make it super-easy to build an app 

● Patterns are not just fixed templates — you can always dive in and edit everything at the 
component level
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Higher order programming
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● The concept of Design-Accelerated Development is really about higher order programming 

● React Studio is an environment that lets you write programs that write programs, 
aided by a high-quality design environment 

● Plugins and scripts influence the code generation process 

● Your code takes in the data created by a designer visually, and maps that into React code 

● Powerful way to leverage the strength of designer’s visual intuition while still retaining the 
freedom of developers to make decision about what the code looks like!
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